INDEX OF SUBJECTS

Accident, Time sense during,
Adam
  - creation of
  - dominion over the earth
Alexandrian school of Theology
American Indians (see also Dakota, Hopi, etc.)
  - burial customs
  - And, special meaning of
Angels
  - creation of
  - do not multiply by propagation, each one a species
  - fallen
  - materialization of
  - as ministers
  - personal identity of
  - and pseudo time
  - and time
Animation of nature
Anoxia and time sense
Anti-omega-minus baryon particle
Apostles Creed
Apocrypha
  - see also under Gospel of, Testament of, Book of,
Arabian sects
Arianism
Armenian sects
Athleticism
Atomic clocks
Atonement, day of
Australian aborigines, Totemism among
Automaton, Man as a
Azasel
Bach (toccata)
Behaviourism
Bible
  - consistency of
  - types of information in
Biological clocks
Biology, and mechanism
Body
- body-type and temperament
- conflicts with the spirit
- corrupts the spirit
- "deeds done in the"
- details of, the new
- essential to consciousness
- essential to immortality
- fitted to the soul
- Greek view of
- importance of denied
- importance of in heaven
- as instrument of the soul
- low estimate of, by Greeks
- as a machine
- of Moses, special treatment of
- necessary to conscious existence
- pampering of
- as personal property
- to be presented to God
- redemption of
- relation to soul
- resurrection of the
- resurrection of, essential to life
- as seat of original sin
- temperature and time
- transformation of

Bohu and Tohu
Book of Enoch
Brain
- chemical pacemaker in
- as a computer
- conditions the mind
- consciousness, an epiphenomenon of
- effect of temperature on speed of operation of
- as the instrument of the soul
- operations performed on epileptics
- in relation to mind
- soul an epiphenomenon of
- temperature and time sense
Burial of Moses
Candy chewers (two schools of)
Capital punishment vs. life imprisonment
Captivity captive
Cerebral idealism
Cerebral silence
Cell. Chemical components of
Cell division, rate of
Cesium
Cherub, artistic creations
Christ. See under Jesus Christ
Childhood. Sense of time in
Clock Paradox
Clocks
- atomic
- Chinese mechanical
- increasing refinement of
Cogito ergo sum
Consciousness
- autonomy of, established
- and continuances, differentiated
- factors influencing
- as a spin-off of brain
- as static of brain cell activity
- without embodiment
Coma. Effect of, on willed action
Computer. Brain as a
Cosmological Principle
Cosmology. See also under Universe
- of Western world
Counting. Time taken for, under hypnosis
Creation
- of Adam
- ex nihilo, a difficult concept
- "out of nothing", a difficult concept
- relation of time to
- repugnant to scientists
- ten things done on Day of
- of time and matter simultaneously
- time began with
Crucifixion
Dakota Indians, concept of time and eternity
Darkness, Effect of,
- on time sense
- during the crucifixion
Day of Atonement
Death
- actually not experienced
- as body minus spirit
- as exit or entry
- as "graduation"
- not cessation by separation
- not to be equated with annihilation
- not tasted
- out of time and into eternity
- as a remedy for sin
- and resurrection, co-terminous
- rules governing certification of
- as a separation of body and spirit
- as a sentence on man
- shadow of, turned into mourning morning
Determinism
Dichotomy
Dives and Lazarus
- situation of
- story of, as basis for Intermediate State
Divine Comedy
"Double Consciousness"
Drugs. Effect of, on time sense
Dualism
Earth. Determining the motion of
Education, a hindrance to spiritual perception?
Electrode stimulation of brain
Embodiment (see also Incarnation)
- angels occasionally assume
- of demons
- description of new body
- to enhance happiness or misery?
- essential to consciousness
- essential to personal identity
- importance of, for humanness
- in heaven
- man to retain it for ever forever
- not natural for angels
- and self-consciousness
Endowment, genetic
Engrams
Entropy
Epilepsy
Eschatology
Eternal death
Eternal life
- as immortality
Eternal punishment
Eternity
- Augustine's concept of
- contrasted with time
- an extension of time, E., not as
- Hindu view of
- Luther's concept of
- the "mathematics" of
- relation of time to
- time as a position in
- as a vertical dimension
Ether
- concept of
- concept of lumineferous
- properties of
Excitement, time during
Expanding universe
Extensity vs. intensity
- of punishment
Fall of man
- effects of
Fear, time during
Fever, time during
First-fruits, Christ as the, from the dead
Fit between body and spirit
Flesh. See under Body.
Flesh and blood, meaning of
Fragmentation of time
functions of man
future and present fused
Future tense
- Augustine’s reflections about
- God’s use of
- Hebrew use of
- Native use of
Genetic endowment ordained of God
Ghost in the machine
Giants
Gnostics
Gospel of Lazarus?
Gospel of Nicodemus
Graduation. Death as
Grave
- as a prison
- silence in the
Gregorian Calendar
Growth rate, and time sense
Guillotine
Guilt, and relation to time factor
Hallucinogenic drugs
Hashish
Hebrew language lacks a future tense
Hibernation
High altitude. Effect of
Hindu view of
- eternity
- reincarnation
History, linear and cyclical
Hope, in suffering
Hopi Indians
- ideas about time
- use of future tense
- world view
Human nature corrupted in Adam
Human spirit of the Lord
Hyphenate constitution of man
Hypnosis, and time sense
Identity. Meaning of
Image. Nature of the, in Adam
Immortality
- depends on bodily resurrection
- to eclipse mortality
- equated with resurrection of the body
- as eternal life
- a Greek concept
- partial definition of
- requires union of body and spirit
- of the soul

Incarnation. See also under Embodiment
- of Jesus Christ
- pre-incarnation of Jesus Christ

Inconceivable, yet true
Incredible, but true

Indians. See under American, Dakota, Hopi, etc.

Infinity
- relation of number to
- use of circle for

Inspiration, verbal

Insurance, a Western idea

Intensity vs. Extensity
- of punishment

Interaction(ism
- mode of, a mystery
- interim between death and resurrection
- eclipsed

Intermediate State
- scenarios of pagan origin
- as a stupor?

Isolation. Penalty of total.

Jargon. Use of scientific

Jesus Christ
- capacity for punishment
- manhood to be retained for ever forever
- sensitivity of, total
- as a sin-offering
- two natures in
- voice of, recognizable

Jordan River (see also in Name Index)
- crossing of, as symbolic
- as a symbol of death

Judgment
- of Christ
- nature of pre-trial judgment
- of sheep and goats alike
Justice. Time faction in relation to
Language and ideas
Last Day
- as day of individual dying
Life imprisonment vs. capital punishment
Life work ordained of God
Life-span of man
Light
- constancy of speed of
- corpuscular theory of
- matter as bottled or congealed
- pellet theory of
- speed of
- wave theory of
- as yardstick of universe
Logic. Limitations of
Longevity
- in antiquity
- relation of, to rate of acceleration
Lumineferous ether
Magnitude. Relativity of
Making alive vs. resurrection
Man
- as an automaton
- as bridge between two worlds
- not is a computer, but has one
- as a hyphenate being
- as manager of the earth
- as the measure of all things
- as a psychophysical unity
- valued for his functions only
Man vs. woman. Time sense of
Manhood, true and perfect, defined
Manifesto of nineteenth century biologists
Marijuana
Material vs. spiritual world view
Materialism
- obsessed with physical life
- obsessed with value of time

Matter
- coincident with space and time
- as congealed or bottled light
- as spirit (Weiszacker)
- as waves
Maturing rate
Me/it vs. me/thou relationship
Mechanism
Medicine See Medical Practice
Medical practice as technology
Meson
Memory, and brain stimulation
Michelson-Morley experiments
Millennium
Mind
- autonomy of, established
- brain as conditioner, and necessary to
- as an epiphenomenon of matter
- in relation to brain
- renewing of, in conversion
miracles of the lord
Monad defined
Monism
Morals reduced to mores
Motions. Effect of, on time rate
Motivation. Test of moral action
Mount of Transfiguration
Nakedness as symbol of disembodiment
Native(s)
- future tense infrequently used
- live in the present
- sense of space
- view of time
- world view
Natural vs. supernatural world view
Nature
- forces of, as characters
- forces of, as wills
- obligations of
Necromancy
Nether world
Neurophysiology (See also under Eccles, Penfield, and Sherrington)
- modern trends in
New heaven and new earth
Nilotic Negros. Time sense of
Now and nowness
Nuer. Time sense of
Number, in relation to infinity
Original sin
Pain. Time during
- time of, vs. intensity
Paternal sperm
Penalty
- nature of Christ's suffering
- relation to time factor
Permanence as final criterion of reality
Personal identity. Bodily existence essential to
Personhood. Body and spirit required for
Photons. Effect of, on photographic plate
Physical and spiritual world, man straddles both
Physical reality
- and the metaphysical
- and the supernatural
Physicalism
Platonism (see also under Plato)
Pleasure. Passage of time during
Pre-trial judgment
Primitive people. See under Natives, Indians.
Primitive world view
principle of Constancy
Privilege and responsibility to be linked
Progeria, progeriacs
Prophecy as foresight only
Proto-time
Pseudo-time
Psychological vs. chronological sense of time
Psychology
- as a branch of physiology
- non predictive nature of
- value of, uncertain
Psychopannychia of John Calvin
Punishment
- factors determining length of
- and intensity vs. Extensity
Purgatory
Rabbinical lore
Rapture
Reality, and time required to establish
Redemption of the whole man
Reductionism
Reformation
Reincarnation
Relativity of Time
Renaissance
Research, Instruments for
Responsibility and privilege to be linked
Resurrection of the body
- to enhance happiness or misery?
- equated with immortality
- nature of the Lord's
- reality of the Lord's
- and resuscitation
- vs. making alive
Return of the Lord. See under Second Coming
Scapegoat
Scientific method
- depends on quantification
Scripture
- consistency of, with itself
- types of information in
Second Coming of the Lord
Secular vs. sacred world view
Seventh Day Adventism
Self. Conditioned by the brain
Self-consciousness
- not essential to continuance of personal identity
- as a unified experience
Sensitivity
- of Christ, total
- and punishment
Sex of individual and time sense
Sin offering, Christ as a
Size
- relativity of
- and sense of time
Sleep (See also Soul sleeping)
- sudden disturbance of, dangerous
Slow motion, as an effect of drugs
Soul
- as agent of all purposeful activity
- ambiguous condition of, disembodied
- not amenable to measurement
- not applied to angels
- autonomy of, admitted by scientist
- body plus spirit equals
- common concepts of
- as co-ordinator of bodily functions
- not created sinful
- dependent upon the body
- evolutionary origin of
- fitted to the body
- immortality of?
- immortality of, a monstrous opinion
  a precarious doctrine
- impersonal when disembodied
- incomplete without the body
- not inherently immortal
- natural immortality of, approved
- origin of
- reality of, denied
- rebirth of
- in relation to body
- source of injury to
- supernatural origin of
- unconscious without the body
Soul sleeping
- a non-fundamental doctrine
Soul-stuff
Sovereignty of God
Space
- common concepts of
- non-existent before creation
- time, a dimension of space
- and time telescoped
Speculation. Value of
Speech. Effect of high altitude on
Spirit
- conflicts with the body
- as co-ordinator of bodily functions
- corrupted by the flesh
Spirit/body, as paradigm of divine interaction
Spirits in Prison
St. Lawrence river in flood
Starvation and time sense
Statute of Limitation
Sun
  - blocked out for three hours
  - as a clock
Tape recorder concept of time
Tartarus
Task and talent
Temperament and body-type
Terminology. Place of, in clarification of ideas
Testament of Reuben
Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs
Tetelestai
Theory of Relativity
Thirty-nine Articles
Thought as a function of matter
Thomistic Psychology
Three hours of darkness
Time (and time sense)
  - Augustine's thinking about
  - beginning and end of
  - beginning, a difficult concept
  - biblical reflections on
  - body temperature and
  - brain temperature and
  - cessation of
  - contrasted with eternity
  - and change
  - in childhood
  - and creation of matter, simultaneous
  - and delay of penalty
  - determined by events
  - a dimension of space
  - drugs and
  - during accidents
  - during excitement
  - during fear
during pain
during pleasure
effect of darkness on
emphasis on waste of
the end of
an epiphenomenon of space
events ordered by importance, not by time
factors governing perception of
in fever
flow rate flexible
fragmentation of
Greek word for
as a horizontal dimension
how long for real existence
hypnosis and
influence of size on
insects' view of
kinds of: proto-time
Pseudo-time
Luther's concept of eternity vs. time
man vs. woman, sense of
monetary value of
non-existent before creation
non-temporal ordering of events
objective flow rate of
poisons and
as a point of interaction with eternity
as a position in eternity
psychological vs. chronological
real time, non-existent
related to matter
relation to eternity
relation to movement
relation to movement through space
relativity of time
sex and
spending-value of
starvation and
and Statute of Limitations
in trance
value of, increasing
- variable flow-rate of
Tohu and Bohu
Torture
- isolation, a form of
- of the soul
- time awareness during
Totemism
Trance time
Translation
- of Elijah
- of Enoch
Two witnesses
Ultra-spirituality. Dangers of
Underworld (see also Nether World)
- descent of Christ into
Universe (see also under Creation)
- concept of a beginning, difficult
- entropy in the
- expansion of

- nature of the New Universe
- running down of
Watchmen
Wealth. Accumulation of
Western Culture
- and division of time
- the ethos of
Western Man, lives much in the future
Will
- comparative impotence of human
- and delayed action
- forces of nature as
Will power, experimentally demonstrated
Witch of Endor
Woman's vs. man's sense of time
Womb. Earth as symbol of